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VOLCANIC HAZARDS IN THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

By Donal R. Mullineaux. Donald W. Peterson. and Dwight R. Crandell

ABSTRACT

. Volc.anic eruptions have built the Hawaiian falanda, and
similar eruption. in the future will affect many area. in them,
especially on Kilauea and Mauna Loa Volcanoes on the Island
of Hawaii. Some of thole eruptions will endanger people and
property. Hazard. that result directly, from eruptions include
lava flOWl, tephra fells, volcanic galel, and pyroclastic surge•.
Lees direct hazards eesocieted with eruption. include ground
fracture. and subsidence, earthquakes, and tsunami•.

The Islende of Hawaii and Meui have been subdivided on
mapa, for lome kind. of hazards, into verioua zonea of differing
magnitude of hazard. These heeeed-ecne mapa can be used for
making lend-use decision. before eruptions occur and for
responding to actual or threatened eruptions, Hazard-zone
map. for earthquake. and tsunamis are not included in thi.
reportj however, earthquake. of both volcanic and nonvolcanic
origin can affect extensive areaa in the islands, and tsunami.
can be highly damagin$' in narrow coastal zones. •

Because most volcanic events cannot be effectively con
trolled, volcanic hazard. are best avoided by lend-use planning
before eruptions occur and by evacuation when they do occur.
Mitigation measures to reduce effecta from lava flow. can be
effective, at leest temporarily, but such measures are generally
more effective for some other hazard. such as tephra falll and
volcanic gases.

INTRODUCTION

All the Hawaiian Islands have been built by volcanic eruptions
over a period of millions of years. Similar eruptions have continued
into historical time on the islands of Hawaii and Maui and undoubt
edly will occur in the future, especially on Kilauea and Mauna Loa
Volcanoes. Most Hawaiian eruptions form lava flows that endanger
chiefly property; explosiveeruptions are relatively rare but are more
likely to threaten people. As intensive land development expands
toward areas of relatively high hazard, the threat to lifeand property
will increase accordingly.

This report discusses the characteristics, frequency, location,
and extent of various hazardous phenomena typical of Hawaiian
volcanoes, assesses the likely future extent, frequency, and relative
severity of these phenomena, and shows distribution of some hazards
on hazard-zone maps. Although they havedistinct limitations, these
maps can he useful for planning long-range mitigation of volcanic
hazards and for organizing short-term response to eruptions.

The character of volcanic eruptions in Hawaii has been
described at length in many previous reports (for example, Mac
donald and Abbott, 1970; Macdonald, 1972) and is treated al
length elsewhere in this volume. Brief descriptions of volcanic

acti~ity in this assessment are intended to emphasize certain charac
teristics that can help the public and public officials to understand
volcanic hazards and ways of mitigating them. Hazards resulting
from eruptions that bring rock materials to or above the ground
surface are here termed direct hazards. Hazards termed indirect are
events that accompany such eruptions, or are secondary effects of
eruptions, or result from movementof magma that does not reach the
ground surface.

The term hazard in this report refers either to a hazardous
event or to its products; examples are an explosiveeruption or a lava
flow. The term risk refers to the likelihood of losses to people, such
as the loss of life, homes, or productive land. Volcanic hazards in the
nearly uninhabited upper part of the east rift zone of Kilauea, for
example, are of about the same frequency and severityas those in the
lower, more highly populated part of the rift zone. Risk, however, is
mach higher in the lower part because of its greater population and
more intensive land use. The potential hazards from volcanic
eruptions in the islands will remain about the same in the foreseeable
future, but increased risk from those eruptions will accompany
growth in population and economic development.
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HAWAIIAN VOLCANIC ACTIVITY

The Hawaiian Islands (fig. 22.1) lieat the southeasternend of
a largely submerged volcanic chain about 6,000 km long, which
extends from the Emperor Seamounts to the Island of Hawaii
(Dalrymple and others, 1973~ This chain consisls of volcanoes that
are progressively younger toward the southeast: Kilauea and Mauna
Loa Volcanoes on the southeastern part of the Island of Hawaii (fig.
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